CommScope multi tenant data center (MTDC) solutions
Performance and peace of mind from the infrastructure experts
New environment, new challenges—same trusted infrastructure partner

Your enterprise data center is on the move. To take advantage of emerging opportunities like ad exchanges, cloud exchanges, content and network means strategically relocating your IT capabilities. But moving to a multi tenant data center (MTDC) is not without its challenges.

The answer is yes, yes and yes. Because your network runs on CommScope.

You may already know us; your IT team certainly does. Chances are, they’ve been relying on our SYSTIMAX® Tier 1 infrastructure solutions for years. We’re also a comprehensive platform of advanced connectivity that helps you maximize. So you’ve got a familiar and trusted partner who can help you solve these new challenges.

Our growing MTDC portfolio includes:

• **Preterminated copper and fiber solutions** that enable faster turn-ups and high-speed migration support while ensuring the rock-solid performance your IT team has trusted for years.

• **Automated infrastructure management**, so you can remotely monitor and manage your connected environment in real time.

• **Fiber management systems** that provide fast, simple installation and orderly cable routing with optimal bend management.

For you, the decision to relocate to a multi tenant data center is pragmatic: **lower costs, more efficient use of IT resources, and direct connectivity to the cloud.**

For your IT team, it’s more complicated; they worry about **scalability, turn-up speed and manageability**. It’s also personal. They want to know that the infrastructure they’ve spent years building and nurturing will be in the best of hands.

Now, you can tell them without hesitation, “**Yes it will**,“ with CommScope.
Need visibility into your co-located data center?

The SYSTIMAX imVision® AIM solution provides a comprehensive view of your physical layer and all connected equipment—delivering true visibility into your remotely located data center.

imVision’s management capabilities support:

- Automated documentation
- Real-time detection of changes
- Intrusion detection and event notification
- Electronic work orders
Everyone communicates. It’s the essence of the human experience. How we communicate is evolving. Technology is reshaping the way we live, learn and thrive. The epicenter of this transformation is the network—our passion. Our experts are rethinking the purpose, role and usage of networks to help our customers increase bandwidth, expand capacity, enhance efficiency, speed deployment and simplify migration. From remote cell sites to massive sports arenas, from busy airports to state-of-the-art data centers—we provide the essential expertise and vital infrastructure your business needs to succeed. The world’s most advanced networks rely on CommScope connectivity.